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Problem 1 (NRZ OOK transmissions): Consider an optical transmission system
using NRZ OOK. Define the following notations for relevant system parameters.

• Ptx,dBm: transmit power (in dBm)

• Prx,dBm: receiver sensitivity (in dBm)

• Ptx: transmit power (in W)

• Prx: receiver sensitivity (in W)

• αatt: fiber loss (in dB/km)

• M : loss margin for link budget (in dB)

• T : bit transmission period (in s)

• λ: optical carrier wavelength (in m)

• h: Planck constant (in J·s)

• c: speed of light (in m/s)

For each question below, provide your answer in terms of the above notations. There is
no need to provide a numerical answer. For example, if the question asks you to write an
expression for the optical carrier frequency, the answer would be c/λ.

(a) Assume that the transmission distance is limited by the link power budget, and
not by the rise-time budget. Write an expression for the maximum transmission
distance (in km).

(b) Write an expression for the average number of photons transmitted per bit. Note
that this average is taken over both ON and OFF bits, which are assumed to be
equally likely.

(c) Suppose that the receive power during an ON bit is exactly Prx, write an expression
for the average number of photons received per ON bit.

(d) Suppose that the receive power during an ON bit is exactly Prx, that the receiver
is operating under the quantum limit with no noise, and that the decision for the
ON bit (i.e., bit 1) is taken when there is at least one photon arrival during the bit
period. Assuming that the number of photon arrivals is a Poisson random variable,
write down the expression for the BER.
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Problem 2 (NRZ OOK transmissions): Consider an optical transmission system
using NRZ OOK. Define the following notations for relevant system parameters at the
receiver.

• T : bit transmission period (in s)

• αS: photon arrival rate during an ON bit period (in photon/s)

• αN: photon arrival rate at any time due to optical noise (in photon/s)

• λ: optical carrier wavelength (in m)

• h: Planck constant (in J·s)

• c: speed of light (in m/s)

• R: receiver responsivity (in A/W)

• nth: threshold value for bit detection

Accordingly, during an ON bit period, the total photon arrival rate is αS + αN. During
an OFF bit period, the total photon arrival rate is αN.

Let N be the number of photon arrivals during a bit period of interest. Assume that
N is a Poisson random variable. Let nth be the threshold value such that the receiver
decides that bit 1 is sent if N ≥ nth and that bit 0 is sent if N < nth.

For each question below, provide your answer in terms of the above notations. There
is no need to provide a numerical answer. For example, if the question asks you to write
an expression for the transmission bit rate, the answer would be 1/T .

(a) Write down an expression for the probability that no photon arrives during an ON
bit period. Repeat for an OFF bit period.

(b) Write down an expression for the average BER.

(c) Write down an expression for the average ON signal level (in A) during an ON bit
period. Repeat for an OFF bit period.
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Problem 3 (NRZ OOK transmissions): Consider a 2.5-Gbps OOK transmission
system whose transmit laser operates at wavelength 1600 nm. Suppose that the average
receive optical powers are −50 dBm for ON and −60 dBm for OFF. Assume that the
receiver can observe the number of photon arrivals in each transmission bit period. Such
a receiver is called a photon-counting receiver.

(a) Compute the average receive optical power. You may assume that bits 0 and 1 are
equally likely.

NOTE: Is it −60+(−50)
2

= −55 dBm?

(b) Compute the average number of photon arrivals for each ON bit (i.e., bit 1). Repeat
for each OFF bit (i.e., bit 0).

(c) Denote the two averages from part (b) by αON and αOFF. The probability of having
n photon arrivals for each bit period is given by the following conditional probability
mass functions (PMFs).

f(n|1) = αn
ONe

−αON

n!
(bit 1 sent)

f(n|0) = αn
OFFe

−αOFF

n!
(bit 0 sent)

Let N be the number of photon arrivals during a bit period of interest. Let nth be
the threshold value such that the receiver decides that bit 1 is sent if N ≥ nth and
that bit 0 is sent if N < nth.

Write down the expression of the conditional error probability given that bit 1 is
sent and that bit 0 is sent, denoted by P1(nth) and P0(nth) respectively. Leave your
expressions in terms of αON, αOFF, and nth.

NOTE: Leave each expression as a sum of PMF values; there is no need to simplify
further. The overall BER is given by 1

2
P1(nth) +

1
2
P0(nth).

(d) Use a scientific calculator, calculate the numerical value of the BER given that
nth = 10.

(e) Repeat part (d) but with nth ∈ {12, 14, 16}. Note that there are 3 answers.
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Problem 1 :

(a) Let d be the transmission distance (in km). The link power budget is given by

Ptx,dBm − αattd−M ≥ Prx,dBm

which yields the maximum value of d, denoted by dmax, equal to

dmax =
Ptx,dBm −M − Prx,dBm

αatt

.

(b) The transmit energy (in J) per ON bit is given by PtxT . Each photon has the
energy (in J) equal to hc/λ. Hence, the number of photons transmitted per ON bit

is
PtxT

hc/λ
. Since no photon is transmitted during an OFF bit, the average number of

photons transmitted per bit is

1

2
× PtxT

hc/λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ON bit

+
1

2
× 0︸︷︷︸

OFF bit

=
λPtxT

2hc
.

(c) The receive energy (in J) per bit is given by PrxT . Each photon has the energy (in
J) equal to hc/λ. Hence, the number of photons received per ON bit is

PrxT

hc/λ
=

λPrxT

hc
.

(d) In the quantum limit, a bit error at the receiver can only occur when the ON bit
is sent and there is no photon arrival. Since part (c) indicates that the number

of photon arrivals is a Poisson random variable with mean
λPrxT

hc
, the bit error

probability or equivalently the BER is equal to

BER =
1

2
× e

−
λPrxT

hc︸ ︷︷ ︸
ON bit

+
1

2
× 0︸︷︷︸

OFF bit

=
1

2
e
−
λPrxT

hc .
■
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Problem 2 :

(a) Over a single ON bit period, the number of photon arrivals is a Poisson random
variable with mean (αS + αN)T . Hence,

Pr{no photon arrival during an ON bit period} = e−(αS+αN)T .

Over a single OFF bit period, the number of photon arrivals is a Poisson random
variable with mean αNT . Hence,

Pr{no photon arrival during an OFF bit period} = e−αNT .

(b) Based on the decision rule with nth as the decision threshold, the BER can be
expressed as

BER =
1

2
× Pr{N ≥ nth|OFF bit sent}+ 1

2
× Pr{N < nth|ON bit sent}

=
1

2

∞∑
n=nth

[αNT ]
ne−αNT

n!
+

1

2

nth−1∑
n=0

[(αS + αN)T ]
ne−(αS+αN)T

n!
.

(c) During an ON bit period, the photon arrival rate is αS+αN. Since each photon has
energy hc/λ, the receive optical power (in W) is (αS + αN)hc/λ. With the receiver
responsivity R, the average ON signal level (in A) is

(αS + αN)hc

λ
×R =

(αS + αN)Rhc

λ
.

During an OFF bit period, the photon arrival rate is αN. Accordingly, the receive
optical power (in W) is αNhc/λ. In addition, the average OFF signal level (in A) is

αNhc

λ
×R =

αNRhc

λ
. ■
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Problem 3 (OOK with Poisson noise):

(a) The average receive optical power is computed from the power levels in mW (not
in dBm) as follows.

1

2
10−50/10 +

1

2
10−60/10 = 5.5× 10−6 mW ≈ −52.6 dBm

(b) Each photon at 1600 nm has energy

Ephoton =
hc

λ
=

(6.626× 10−34)× (3× 108)

1600× 10−9
J.

The energy per each ON bit is

EON = (10−50/10 × 10−3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
power (in W)

× (2.5× 109)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
bit period (in s)

J.

Similarly, the energy per each OFF bit is

EOFF = (10−60/10 × 10−3)× (2.5× 109)−1 J.

The average number of photon arrivals for each ON/OFF bit is therefore

αON =
EON

Ephoton

≈ 32.2

αOFF =
EOFF

Ephoton

≈ 3.22

(c) The expressions of the conditional error probabilities are given below.

P1(nth) =

nth−1∑
n=0

f(n|1) =
nth−1∑
n=0

αn
ONe

−αON

n!

P0(nth) =
∞∑

n=nth

f(n|0) =
∞∑
nth

αn
OFFe

−αOFF

n!

NOTE: To avoid the infinite summation in numerical computation, we can use

P0(nth) = 1−
∑nth−1

n=0
αn
OFFe

−αOFF

n!
.

(d) For nth = 10, BER ≈ 9.21× 10−4.

(e) For nth = 12, BER ≈ 7.58× 10−5.
For nth = 14, BER ≈ 5.81× 10−5.
For nth = 16, BER ≈ 2.96× 10−4.
Note that, among the considered values of nth, it is optimal to set nth = 14. ■
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